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It will be interesting to see how the Hawks come out for this one . They are facing a sub-.500 opponent but one 

that can score and has penetrating guards. The sparse crowd figures to be distracted by the happenings 

across the street. And it’s the end of a weird, weather-afflicted week for the Hawks.

This probably wouldn’t be a good time for the Hawks to fall back on their make-some-shots, play-a-little-D and 

pull-out-a-W approach.

“It may be a case tonight where especially at the start that we are going to have to generate our own energy,” 

L.D. said. “That’s just the way it is. We can hope that we get a crowd out there at the start of every game that 

will get our players pumped up and jacked up and motivated to play but the [reality] is that’s not always going 

to be the case. So we have to learn our own energy, particularly at the start of the game. 

“We can’t wait for crowds to try to do it for us. I want our guys to eventually be self-driven, and driven to point 

they can start a game, don’t care if all the seats are empty, they can generate the energy right at the get-go.

Working in Atlanta’s favor: The Rockets aren’t exactly feeling chipper, either, after blowing one against the 

Hornets last night. 

Etc.

Marvin is still out. L.D. says he’s progressed to shooting jump shots but there’s still no timetable for his return. 

The starters tonight: Bibby, Mo, J.J., Smoove and Al. J.J. draws Battier and Mo gets Kevin Martin.

MC
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